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Set-upGet
lasting
value!

Safe & Secure
Supports more weight than

other lightweight stands;

locking pin for absolute

speaker security.

Truly Portable
Quickly folds into an ultra-

slim, lightweight unit.

Versatile & Reliable
Includes integrated socket

adapter and foot caps that

won't fall off.

1. Loosen leg fitting
hand knob.

2. Slide leg fitting down
to maximum diameter of
leg spread (leg braces
should be parallel to the
floor). Tighten hand knob.

3.  Remove safety pin
from slot on upper
telescoping tube.
Loosen hand knob on
telescoping collar and
raise center tube 6-10”.
Retighten hand knob. 

4. Select the correct
size socket adapter. Put
speaker cabinet on top.
Slowly loosen the hand
knob and raise the cabi-
net to desired height.
Tighten hand knob.
Insert safety pin into slot
on the telescoping tube. 

5. To lower speaker, 
remove the safety pin
from the slot. Slowly
loosen the hand knob.
Use caution and slowly 
lower the upper tele-
scoping tube. Tighten
hand knob and remove
speaker cabinet.
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Special Instructions

1. Occasionally clean the stand with a damp cloth or non-abrasive 
cleaner. Do not lubricate or use silicone spray on the center tube. 

2. When loading the tripod, ONLY add the speaker when the tripod 
is in a fully upright position (all legs on the floor). 

3. Do not drag the Tripod Speaker Stand while it is loaded; this could 
cause breakage of the fittings and result in damage to the stand. 

4. When supporting equipment, check that the telescoping collar is 
securely tightened and the safety pin is inserted into slot on upper 
telescoping tube. 

5. Always release the collar with caution and stand clear of load. 
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